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Success not by Cheating



CHANGE

If you fail to acheve your dreams change your ways,
not your principles. Tree changes their leaves not roots.

Strength grows when we dare.
Unity grows when we cheer.

Affection grows when we share.
Relation grows when we care.

Think it over!
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CHOICE
No matter how painful or difficult decisions

you make in life, as long as you can sleep well at night,

it means you have not made the wrong choice.

When the ego works without expectations,
false identities begin to drop away.

That is a promise.































Success not by Cheating
Success is generally thought to mean having wealth and

fame.
All of us would want to be successful in life. Students,

professionals - doctors, engineers, lawyers of businessmen, etc.
etc. would all want to be successful in their professions. A thief
or a criminal too would want to be successful in his profession
of committing theft or crime. Yet the successful thief won't get
sanction or approval from anybody, being against rules of a
civilized society. In the same way, a doctor or an engineer who
achieves success, in getting rich, by fraudulent means won't
earn recognition or appreciation of the people while his
counterpart who succeeds in his profession and gets rich on
strength of his competency and honesty would be respected
and honored by everybody. The success of the later is acceptable
while that of the former is un-acceptable.

A sportsman who works hard with dedication and
discipline and wins in competitions achieves success which is
glorious but the one who indulges in doping or fixing, though
may win, but his victory will be inglorious for it will ultimately
bring shame to him and he will fall from grace.

One may measure success in terms of money, power,
position, name and fame acquired. The world will, however,
forget those who have not utilized these for the good of mankind
and remember only those who have done well. Success may
thus be noble or ignoble. Success by Er. E. Sreedharan who
built the Delhi Metro, is noble in nature while the success by
share broker Harshad Mehta, a swindler, is ignoble.

In a survey conducted by H.T. amongst school students
70% of the respondents said that they won't mind cheating in
order to achieve success, unmindful of the fact that such a

Remember, you may choose your sin, but you cannot
choose the consequences.

                                                        - Jenny Sanford



success will be transitory in nature and sure to bring shame in
the long run. The fall from the highest pedestal of success and
fame by Rajat Gupta, a corporate leader, philanthropist and
educationist, charged of insider trading and lance Armstrong
the famed Cyclist and seven times Tour-De-France winner,
charged of doping should be an eye-opener.

Therefore, work to achieve success which is by honest
means and not by dishonest means and is noble in cause and
not for self satisfaction or aggrandizement.

We should be men with values - rather than be merely
successful - Albert Einstein.

- Prof. P.V.Gupta

Kindness is the language which the deaf can hear
and the blind can see.

                                                            -  Mark Twain

 Educationists should build the capacities of the spirit
of inquiry, creativity, entrepreneurial and moral
leadership among students and become their role
model.

 Thousands of candles can be lighted from a single
candle, and the life of the candle will not be
shortened. Happiness never decreases by being
shared.

 It is better to keep your mouth closed and let people
think you are a fool than to open it and remove all
doubt.

 Fight with your stength, not with other's weakness
because, true success lies in your effort, not in other's
defeat.

 Kind words can be short and easy to speak, but their
echoes are truely endless.
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